
 
 

Committee of the Whole 

 
 

 
 

Electronic Committee of the Whole 
to be held via Zoom 

City of Penticton 
171 Main Street, Penticton, B.C. 

To view the Council Meeting, visit www.penticton.ca   
 

Tuesday, February 2, 2021 
Recessed from the Regular Council Meeting at 1:00 p.m. 

 
 

1. Call Committee of the Whole to Order 
 
2. Adoption of Agenda 
 
3. Delegations:      

 
3.1 Proclamation “Real Acts of Caring” February 14-20, 2021                             1-9 
   Ms. Burdock and KVR Grade 7 Students  
 
3.2 Riordan House Heritage Protection                               10-31 
   Randy Manuel and Anne Hargrave   

 
4.  Adjourn to Regular Meeting of Council 
   
 
 
 

http://www.penticton.ca/
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RAC (Real Acts of Caring) Week is 
February 14-20, 2021.

This year, we are calling RAC Week 
‘Real Acts of Covid Caring Week’. 

This is an unprecedented time and 
it’s time for unprecedented caring 
and kindness.
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A RAC is doing something caring and kind 
for another and not expecting anything 
back, except, very likely, a good feeling 
inside!  

RAC has been around for a while now and 
is making our community and world a 
better place.  This year we are trying to be 
creative in finding ways to be caring and 
kind which are also keeping everyone safe.  
This has been difficult, but not impossible! 
We would like to share what we came up 
with! You can:
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•
1. Thank our frontline workers by:  using social media; posting 
positive words of encouragement in your windows; and 
sending cards. 

2. Support local businesses by ordering takeout or purchasing 
gift cards.  

3. Be a good neighbour, especially if you have elderly ones.  
Shovel their driveway, rake leaves, drop off food, from a 
distance, and use technology to reach out to them to make 
sure that they are okay.

4. When you are shopping, only take what you need.  If you 
can afford it, drop off any extras at places which may need 
them.

5. Enjoy the together time with your family.  One day you will 
probably look back at this time and remember the fun 
memories of being together with just your family.
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6. Reconnect by writing letters to people whom you have not 
seen for a while.  Send photos and ask them about their lives.
7. Pick up the phone and call someone! Ask them how they are.
8. Leave flowers for someone.
9. Bring in someone’s garbage or recycling bins.  Remember to 
sanitize your hands really well before and afterwards!
10. Run errands for someone who needs help or doesn’t feel 
safe going out.
11. Buy coffee for the person behind you.
12.  Be a good listener.  Lots of people are going through tough 
times and it often feels really good to have someone listen.
13.  Remember to also be caring and kind to yourself!
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Doing a RAC feels good.
RAC also builds community!

Studies have shown that encouraging caring and kindness 
supports mental health by building self-esteem, 

decreasing depression, encouraging creativity and 
improving cognitive function. 

Studies also have shown that we feel happier and 
experience a greater sense of belonging.

RAC is clearly a WIN WIN idea.  What are you waiting for?
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What RAC means to us…

 Lalia- It symbolizes selfless people coming together to make a 
change happen.

 Sara- It symbolizes the feeling you get when you do something 
nice for someone.

 Isabella- It makes you have a better day plus the person receiving 
a RAC feels good to be appreciated.

 Anna- It is an amazing feeling to put a smile on someone's face.

 Graycie- RAC is a selfless act that helps and benefits everyone.

 Jacob- RAC for me is a selfless act of kindness from 
different people coming together to make someone's day.
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You can get updated about what is 
happening with RAC on Twitter, 

Facebook and Instagram. 

You can also check out our RAC website 
at realactsofcaring.org

Or just google Real Acts of Caring and 
lots of information will come up about 

RAC.

We are asking you to recognize RAC 
Week in your community, Feb 14-20, 2021. 
Thank you for your support in promoting 

RAC
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Proclamation 

 

   

 
 
 

Real Acts of Caring Week 

February 14 – 20, 2021 
 
 

 
 
 
WHEREAS: Real Acts of Caring (RAC) is doing something nice for a complete stranger without expecting any 

reward.  It is the expression of our empathy and compassion for one another; and 

WHEREAS: The daily acts of caring and kindness of most of the citizens of Penticton often go unrecognized; 
and 

WHEREAS:  By recognizing these daily acts of caring and kindness during this week, all citizens of Penticton 
will become more aware of being kind to others throughout the year; and 

WHEREAS: By recognizing these acts of caring and kindness during this week, everyone will be encouraged 
to participate in making Penticton a kinder, safer and better place to live; and  

WHEREAS: A caring and kindness week is being observed in many cities and towns across this nation; 

 
NOW, THEREFORE I, Mayor John Vassilaki, DO HEREBY PROCLAIM the week of February 14 – 20, 2021 as “Real 
Acts of Caring Week” in the City of Penticton, and I encourage everyone to participate in spreading and practicing 
generosity, patience, and consideration of others at all times in order to create a better, kinder, safer and more 
peaceful City. 

 
 
 

 
                                                          Mayor John Vassilaki 
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Riordan House 
689 Winnipeg Street

Request for Heritage Protection
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- In 1996, Donna and John Ortiz took advantage 
of new Provincial Heritage programs and 
funding to undertake a Heritage Façade 
Restoration on Riordan House Bed and 
Breakfast.  

- The outcome was an exterior Conservation Plan, 
written by a heritage architect. 

- The Ortiz’s ultimately wished to achieve Heritage Protection status for the house in 
cooperation with the City of Penticton.  

- However, during the 1990s, Penticton had several controversial heritage issues.

- In the late 1990’s Mayor and Council request staff to create a workable framework 
for managing heritage resources within land use planning context
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Heritage Initiatives arising from Mayor and Council’s request, late 1990’s 

In 1999 consultants were hired to document Penticton’s heritage resources and create a Heritage 
Inventory in accordance with the 1990s Provincial framework.

With Provincial input, the 2002 OCP provided substantial support for Heritage 
Resources, resulting in the following two initiatives:

- 2005: Penticton Heritage Strategy was adopted by Council. It included a 
recommendation to create a Heritage Register

- 2006 to 2009: a four year project was implemented to create The 
Penticton Heritage Register. 55 sites were passed by Council Resolution to be 
listed on the Register.  

Additional initiatives from the Heritage Strategy were not implemented

Riordan House was one of the first sites to be included on Penticton’s 
Heritage Register in 2006.  
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While Donna and John worked with staff 
toward Heritage Protection in the late 
1990s, no clear process was developed at 
the City for property owners.  
[Note: Being listed on the Heritage Register does 
not provide Heritage Protection.]  

Due to family circumstances, Donna and 
John Ortiz were unable to continue with 
the Heritage initiative for Riordan House 
In 2012, John passed away. 

In early 2020, Donna reached out to the 
heritage community for assistance in 
having the house protected. Sadly, she 
passed away in July. 

The remaining family seeks to honour the 
wishes of John and Donna in seeking 
Heritage Protection for the house.  

Original Request from Donna and John Ortiz for Heritage Protection 
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History and building of Riordan House

- Electrical Service was hooked up to the site in December of 1920.
- June 30th 1921 - Alice Riordan‘s housewarming “tea party”

Riordan House  provides a touchstone to many 
historical topics including: 
- The people who owned it and their 

relationship within the Community of 
Penticton

- Through its architecture, the rapid 
development of North America in the early 
1900s, particularly the west and Penticton’s 
context within that

- The skilled tradespeople who built it, their 
contribution to Penticton’s development in 
that era, and their enduring influence on 
Penticton’s construction industry. Riordan House c 1921   photo courtesy of the Ortiz family
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The owners of Riordan House
1920- c.1955 Dave and Alice 

Riordan

c. 1955-1980 Dr. William and Pat Wickett

1980-1991 Teahouse - Restaurant era –
three or four owners

1991-2020 John and Donna Ortiz
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1920- c.1955 Riordan Family
Dave and Alice Riordan, from Annapolis Royale, Nova 
Scotia, arrived in Penticton in 1913 with their daughter 
Agnes.
Referred to as a “spirited couple”, Dave operated and 
eventually owned the BC Hotel on Front Street until 
1935 when he passed away. Alice then managed it until 
1944.  
Dave served on City Council 1929-1935.
He was known as an astute businessman, possibly a 
teetotaler, involved in church and charity, yet was 
allegedly Penticton’s most notorious bootlegger.  
Dave imported a box-car full of wood from the east 
coast to build the house that included oak, maple and 
east coast fir. 
Alice retained ownership of Riordan House until around 
1955, and passed away around that time.

Photo courtesy of the Ortiz family
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c.1955 – 1980 Dr. Wickett & family

Dr. Wickett’s medical career with the R.B. 
White Medical Clinic spanned the years 1951 
to 1982. 

The family, including his wife Pat and four 
children, purchased Riordan House in 1955. 

Four doctors resided within three blocks 
adjoining or fronting Eckhardt Avenue, 
including this one. 

Patients often waited on the front porch to 
see him after “clinic hours”

Prior to BC Health Care, he was often paid “in 
kind” usually with farm products, which could 
include beef, lamb and poultry meat, fruit and 
vegetables.  

Front façade c. 1980                   photo courtesy of Wickett family
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1980 – 1991 Teahouse Era 
For roughly a decade, the house was operated as a 
teahouse / restaurant during which time it changed 
hands three or four times
An associated art gallery operated on the second floor 
for a portion of that time. 
To facilitate the commercial venture, the large porch 
was screened it and washrooms added on the porch’s 
north end.
On the south side of the house, a ramp was added to 
allow for handicap access to the porch. 
A commercial kitchen was added in the basement. 
None of these additions compromised the architectural 
integrity of the house and are still in situ. 

Menu courtesy of the Ortiz family
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Donna & John Ortiz 1991 - 2020
Donna and John Ortiz purchased Riordan House after spotting 
the “For Sale” sign during a family visit to Penticton.

They restored and repaired parts of the original interior 
woodwork, for which they were honoured by Okanagan 
Historical Society for historic preservation. 

They operated Riordan House Bed and Breakfast until 2006, 
which had a reputation for old world elegance, and were also 
responsible for a dazzling Christmas light display. 

John passed away in 2012 and Donna in the summer of 2020.
Donna re-iterated her wish to have Heritage protection for the 
house in the months before she passed away.

Photo courtesy of the Ortiz family
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Architecture
With the assistance of a Vancouver area architectural historian, the house plan was traced to a Los Angeles architect 
and his house plan book, published in 1908. 

Henry Wilson’s “Bungalow Book” shows Plan 118 with a photo of an existing house in Los Angeles. Riordan House 
replicates this plan.  

Photo from Henry Wilsons’ The Bungalow Book, 1908, Plan 118, Riordan House c 1921   photo courtesy of the Ortiz family
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“Bungalow” was the term commonly used to describe homes built using 
Craftsman style architecture, which was one design component of the 
Arts and Crafts Movement. 

The Arts and Crafts movement started in England during the late 1800s as 
a response to Victorian sentiments. In modern lingo, it might be 
described as a shift towards being more “earthy” and was an integrated 
art, design and lifestyle philosophy. 

In its architectural application, it aspired to provide beautiful, well 
designed homes to all socio-economic groups, and emphasized artisan 
craftsmanship over mass production. 

The movement arrived in North America, the US in particular, during the early 1900s just as North America cities were 
rapidly developing in the aftermath of trans-continental railroad construction. Craftsman houses proliferated and became 
fundamentally linked to the rise of suburbs, and in concert with that, the use of personally owned automobiles.

Riordan House was located in an upscale Penticton suburban area; its driveway strips leading to the garage exemplify the 
developing connection between home and car ownership in early twentieth century suburbia. 
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Entire neighbourhoods of historic California Craftsman houses continue to dominate 
older parts of the urban landscape in southern California, resulting in Heritage 
Conservation Areas having been identified in Pasedena and Los Angeles.  

Significantly, the documentation of these 
neighbourhoods has been a major source of 
information in providing the context for Riordan 
House, allowing it’s architecture to be specifically 
identified as California Craftsman – Tudor Revival.

California Craftsman Architecture

Craftsman style architecture had a few key nodes in the US, the most notable being the Pasadena – Los 
Angeles Area, where the California Craftsman style was developed. 

Craftsman architecture proliferated throughout North America due to the extensive circulation of print 
media. Henry Wilson’s plan book was one of many avenues of printed material promoting house plans 
that saved prospective home owners time and money.  By 1910, a parallel industry of pre-cut home kits 
comprised of entire pre-built Craftsman homes were shipping houses across the continent.  

Current photo of Henry Wilson’s Plan 118 located at 2892 
W 15th Street, Los Angeles, sold in 2018 for $1m US, right

Photos courtesy City of Los Angeles
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Construction of Riordan House:
Etter & Pearson and the Nova Scotia Question 

Oswell Etter arrived in Penticton in 1910 at the age of 46 with his brother-in-law architect A.F. Pelton, both 
hailing from Nova Scotia.  Both were mid-to late career, very skilled and well regarded in their fields.  
Projects they worked on together include the Incola Hotel, KVR waterfront train station, the Empress Theatre 
(Front Street) and the Pelton Residence (denturist’s office 570 Martin Street).  

The latter two remain and are listed on Penticton’s Heritage Register.  

Photos courtesy of Penticton Museum and Archives
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While architect A.F. Pelton left the Okanagan in 1914, Mr. Etter stayed. He initially opened a sash and door 
business, drawing on skills learned from his 21 years as a furniture manufacturer and inherited from his multi-
generational construction family in Nova Scotia, putting his extraordinary woodworking talents to use.  

In 1920, he formed a long standing construction company with John Nicholas Pearson known as Etter & Pearson. 

In their 17 years together, noteworthy contracts included work on a 1920 Bank of Montreal contract, Haven Hill 
Hospital, St. Saviour’s Anglican Church, St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church, the Overwaitea Store 400 Block of Main 
Street, Walker Residence (452 Lakeshore), Cranna House (364 Lakeshore), Clarke Residence (104 Lower Bench), 
The Oriental Packing House on Lakeshore, and many other renovations and additions.  And of course, Riordan 
House. 

Heritage Photos courtesy of Penticton Museum and Archives

Etter and Pearson 1920 - 1933 - 25 -



Mr. Etter’s elaborate interior woodwork forms the centrepiece of Riordan House, 
underscoring its Craftsman architecture, and something not appreciated from its 
exterior. Remarkably, the woodwork is in predominantly original condition.  

- Throughout the house wide, exposed woodgrain trim is found on baseboards, door and 
window trim.

- the dining room features craftsman style wainscotting, crown molding, a built-in buffet, 
and shallow, wide bay window with window seat appropriately trimmed in Craftsman 
detail in addition to an exposed wood grain coffered ceiling. The living room includes a 
box beam ceiling.  

- the staircase and newel post are crafted oak; the balustrade exhibits cutouts that evoke the designs of furniture 
maker Gustave Stickley, a key figure in American Arts and Crafts design.    

- the beamed archway that opens to the living room features built-in cabinets on either side, with glass doors opening  
on the living room side, topped with tapered wood half-pillars. 

- the fireplaces (Iiving room and east bedroom) are trimmed in oak Craftsman style. 

- the beamed archway between the front entry and living room is also notable for its Craftsman trim. The entry area 
includes a wide front door with a unique glass insert, inspired by the original house design. To the left of the door is a 
bay window, appropriate trimmed. 
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When John Pearson passed away in 1933, Mr. Etter continued working within a new partnership, Etter & 
Killick, until his own passing in 1937. 

Mr. Killick continued working within a new partnership as Killick & Kenyon. 

In 1983, the Kenyon family established Greystone Construction, one of Penticton’s largest and most successful 
construction companies.  

Etter Oswald’s legacy of quality laid a foundation of building excellence and a succession that continues today.

Penticton Herald 1921-02-04 Penticton Herald 1936-11-24

Penticton Herald 1937-12-09

Oswall Etter: a nod to Penticton’s construction lineage
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The Nova Scotia Question 
Starting in 1890, the most notable Nova Scotians to arrive in the interior and leave their mark 
on Penticton were the four Shatford brothers. Amongst other significant business interests, 
they purchased the Ellis Ranch holdings in 1904 from which they created the South Okanagan 
Land Company with other well-moneyed shareholders, including the CPR.  

The clear intent of that venture was an economic development strategy to create a townsite 
and transportation hub that included the Kettle Valley Railway and local fruit growing 
industry.

The Nova Scotia connection makes it plausible that Dave Riordan’s boxcar full of wood was readily imported from the east coast 
to complete his family home.  

Further research many answer the question of further connections between the Nova Scotians who contributed to the early 
development of Penticton. 

Etter and Pelton arrived in Penticton from Nova Scotia in 1910 and built at 
least two CPR buildings and several other substantial buildings.

Oswell Etter, late career. 
Photo Courtesy Harold 
Etter

Dave Riordan arrived in 1913 from Nova Scotia to run the BC Hotel. 

Photo courtesy of Penticton Museum and Archives

Photo courtesy of Penticton Museum and Archives

Apparently, the Shatfords were known to be helpful to other Nova Scotians arriving in the interior. The 
question remains whether the Shatfords facilitated the recruitment of these Nova Scotians and whether 
there was a clear connection between them
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Riordan House connects us to many aspects of history. It is in remarkable shape after a century, and has 
not compromised its original Craftsmanship architecture.

In the continent-wide context, it harkens to the expansion of north American cities, particularly the 
western US. Indeed, it was built in Penticton’s own upscale “suburbia” in a well-heeled neighbourhood 
away from the bustle of the industrial waterfront and downtown. It’s automobile gate, porte cochere, 
driveway strips and original garage remind us that the proliferation of single family homes during the early 
part of the 20th century was also related to the increase in personal automobile use. Its immediate precinct 
showed the affluence of its owners, including businessman Dave Riordan’s family, and Dr. Wickett’s family, 
in a prestigious precinct. 

It’s association with the Dave Riordan is also linked to the prohibition era, an amusing interlude when 
viewed from the vantage point of 2021. 

For almost half of its existence, it was connected to Penticton’s hospitality industry; first the BC Hotel, then 
it’s use as a teahouse and a Bed and Breakfast. 

The skilled tradespeople who built it, and their contribution to Penticton’s development in that era, and 
the resulting influence on Penticton’s construction industry are remarkable aspects of its history. 

Historic Touchstones 
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Request to Council 
This richly detailed house has stood the test of time and evokes many aspects of 
Penticton’s history and development. It is clearly worth preserving. 

The family of Donna and John Ortiz respectfully ask Mayor and Council: 
- To grant the wish of their parents and provide heritage protection through the 

registration of a Heritage Covenant on the Land Title of Riordan House; and 
- to approve the revised Heritage Statement of Significance that more adequately 

describes the heritage characteristics of the house, and complete registration with 
the Province as a housekeeping item. 

As the Co-executors of the estate, Sean Ortiz and Johnna Cawson are grateful for your 
time and consideration of this request. 
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The family also wishes to gratefully acknowledge the 
volunteers who provided their time and expertise 
to this project:

- Chris Allen, Landform Architecture
- Karen Collins, local historian
- Anne Hargrave, Researcher, retired Planning Tech
- Don Luxton, Luxton and Associates, Vancouver, BC
- Randy Manuel, local historian, retired Councillor & Museum Director
- Bob Parliament, retired heritage conservationist
- Bill Wickett, former resident of Riordan House
- Jim Wolf, Architectural historian  & LU Planner, New Westminster, BC
- Penticton Museum and Archives 
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